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Abstrat
We alulate the lowest order QCD amplitude, i.e. the quark exhange ontribution,
to the forward prodution amplitude of a pair of longitudinally polarized ρ mesons
in the sattering of two virtual photons γ∗(Q1)γ
∗(Q2) → ρ0Lρ0L. We show that the
sattering amplitude simultaneously fatorizes in two quite dierent ways: the part
with transverse photons is desribed by the QCD fatorization formula involving
the generalized distribution amplitude of two nal ρ mesons, whereas the part with
longitudinally polarized photons takes the QCD fatorized form with the γ∗L → ρ0L
transition distribution amplitude. Perturbative expressions for these, in general,
non-perturbative funtions are obtained in terms of the ρ−meson distribution am-
plitude.
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1
1 Introdution
The exlusive reation
γ∗(q1)γ
∗(q2)→ ρ0L(k1)ρ0L(k2). (1)
is a beautiful theoretial laboratory for the understanding of fatorization properties of high
energy QCD. In previous studies we emphasized the gluon exhange ontribution whih
dominates in the very high energy (small-x) regime, both at the Born order [1℄ and in the
resummed BFKL approah [2℄. At lower sattering energy one an expet a non negligible
ontribution of quark exhange, sine in the strong oupling g expansion, quark exhange
proesses appear at lower order, namely at order g2, than the gluon exhange ones. The
study of these quark exhanges proesses is the main motivation of the present work. The
Born order ontribution with quark exhanges is desribed by the same set of diagrams
whih ontribute to the sattering of real photons produing pions, e.g. γγ → π+π−, at large
momentum transfer, studied long ago by Brodsky and Lepage [3℄ in the framework of the
fatorized form of exlusive proesses at xed angle [4℄, in whih mesons are desribed by
their light-one distribution amplitudes (DAs). This is illustrated in Fig.1. In this sense our
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Figure 1: The amplitude of the proess γ∗(Q1)γ
∗(Q2)→ ρ0L(k1)ρ0L(k2) in the ollinear fatorization.
present study an be seen as a omplement of Ref. [3℄ for the ase of the sattering with
virtual photons, i.e. with both, transverse and longitudinal polarizations, and in the forward
kinematis (see also Ref. [5℄). The virtualities Q2i = −q2i , i = 1, 2, supply the hard sale to
the proess (1) whih justies the use of the QCD ollinear fatorization methods and the
desription of ρ mesons by means of their distribution amplitudes.
We alulate in Se. 3 within this sheme the sattering amplitude of (1) at Born level.
At this stage we do not impose any additional onditions on the magnitudes of photon
virtualities Qi. Next, we turn to the study of two partiular kinematial regions: (1) the
region where the squared invariant mass of the two rho's W 2 is muh smaller than the
largest photon virtualities, namely Q21 ≫ W 2 (or Q22 ≫ W 2), with Q1 and Q2 being not
parametrially lose, see Se. 4 for more details, and (2) the region where photon virtualities
are strongly ordered, that is Q21 >> Q
2
2 (or Q
2
2 >> Q
2
1). We will show in Se. 4 that
in the region (1) the amplitude with transverse photons fatorizes in a hard subproess
and a Generalized Distribution Amplitude [6, 7℄, up to orretions of order W 2/Q21 (resp.
W 2/Q22). In the region (2) the amplitude with longitudinal photons fatorizes in a hard
2
subproess and a Transition Distribution Amplitude [8℄, up to orretions of order Q22/Q
2
1
(resp. Q21/Q
2
2), as is shown in Se. 5. These two domains have a non empty intersetion as
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Figure 2: Dierent kinematial regions. In the domain (1), denoted with vertial lines, the QCD
fatorization with a GDA is justied. This region is the union of two disonneted domains: the
lower right one is given by the onditions 1 − Q22/s ≥ c(1 − Q21/s) and Q21/W 2 ≥ c while the
upper left one is given by 1 − Q21/s ≥ c(1 − Q22/s) and Q22/W 2 ≥ c, c being arbitrary large. In
the domain (2), denoted with horizontal lines, the QCD fatorization with a TDA is justied. It
orresponds to Q21/Q
2
2 ≥ c or Q21/Q22 ≤ 1/c. In the interseting domain, both fatorizations are
valid, while in the region without any lines, no fatorization neither in terms of GDA nor TDA
is established. For illustration, we hoose c = 3. The grey band represents the domain where the
Born order amplitudes with transverse and longitudinal photon, alulated diretly as in Se. 3, have
omparable magnitudes. In the upper (lower) orner the transverse (resp. longitudinal) polarizations
give dominant ontribution. Below the dashed line is the perturbative Regge domain.
shown in Fig.2. In this intersetion, we get two fatorisation formulas for both polarizations
of the photons, γ∗Tγ
∗
T → ρLρL and γ∗Lγ∗L → ρLρL. Fig. 2 illustrates also that the ollinear QCD
fatorization with GDA or TDA is not demonstrated by our analysis in the limited region
where the virtualities Q2i are parametrially lose. In this gure, the dierent domains where
the transverse or longitudinal amplitudes dominates are displayed. Finally, Fig. 2 shows the
perturbative Regge domain, orresponding to the large W 2 limit.
In this paper we onentrate ourselves, for simpliity, on the ase of longitudinally polar-
ized rho mesons. In this spirit, the longitudinal rho pairs and the pion pairs lead to similar
3
results. Our study is losely related to the perturbative limit of the two-pion light-one
distribution amplitude performed in Ref. [5℄ for γ∗TγT ollisions in the GDA limit.
Thus, the question we investigate here is how the known QCD fatorization formulas
emerge from a Born order alulation in both the longitudinally polarized and transversally
polarized photon ases. As a by produt, we get a perturbative expression for the non-
perturbative hadroni objets - the ρ ρ GDA and the γ∗ → ρ TDA - in terms of the ρ−meson
distribution amplitude.
2 Kinematis
Let us x the kinematis, whih is quite simple in the forward regime that we are investigating.
The inlusion of transverse momentum would not hange dramatially our result but would
neessitate the introdution of more ompliated tensorial strutures. We use a Sudakov
deomposition with two lightlike vetors p1 and p2 with 2p1.p2 = s and write the photon
momenta as
q1 = p1 − Q
2
1
s
p2 q2 = p2 − Q
2
2
s
p1 , (2)
and the nal meson momenta as
k1 = (1− Q
2
2
s
)p1 k2 = (1− Q
2
1
s
)p2 . (3)
The positivity of energy of produed ρ′s requires that s ≥ Q2i . The usual invariant W 2 is
dened as
W 2 = (q1 + q2)
2 = (k1 + k2)
2 = s(1− Q
2
1
s
)(1− Q
2
2
s
) , (4)
or
s =
1
2
[
Q21 +Q
2
2 +W
2 + λ(Q21, Q
2
2,−W 2)
]
, (5)
with λ(x, y, z) ≡
√
x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2zy , while the minimum squared momentum
transfer is
tmin = (q2 − k2)2 = (q1 + k1)2 = −Q
2
1Q
2
2
s
. (6)
Note that, ontrarily to the ase studied in Ref. [3, 5℄, tmin may not be large with respet to
Λ2QCD. depending on the respetive values of Q
2
1, Q
2
2 and W
2
.
3 The Born order amplitude
The sattering amplitude A of the proess (1) an be written in the form
A = T µνǫµ(q1)ǫν(q2) , (7)
where the tensor T µν has in the above kinematis a simple deomposition whih is onsistent
with Lorentz ovariane and eletromagneti gauge invariane
T µν =
1
2
gµνT (T
αβgT αβ) + (p
µ
1 +
Q21
s
pµ2 )(p
ν
2 +
Q22
s
pν1)
4
s2
(T αβp2α p1β) , (8)
4
and where gµνT = g
µν− (pµ1pν2 +pν1pµ2)/(p1.p2). The rst term on the rhs of Eq. (8) ontributes
in the ase of transversely polarized photons, the seond one for longitudinally polarized
virtual photons. The longitudinally polarized ρ0−meson DA φ(z) is dened by the non-loal
orrelator (for simpliity of notation we omit the Wilson line)
〈ρ0L(k)|q¯(x)γµq(0)|0〉 =
fρ√
2
kµ
1∫
0
dz eiz(kx)φ(z) , for q = u, d , (9)
proportional to the oupling onstant fρ.
The Born order ontribution to the amplitude (7) is alulated in a similar way as in the
lassial work of Brodsky-Lepage [3℄ but in very dierent kinematis. In our ase the virtual-
ities of photons supply the hard sale, and not the transverse momentum transfer. Moreover,
we onsider the forward kinematis for simpliity. Relying on the ollinear approximation,
the momenta of the quarks and antiquarks whih onstitute the rho mesons an be written
as
ℓ1 ∼ z1k1, ℓ2 ∼ z2k2
ℓ˜1 ∼ z¯1k1, ℓ˜2 ∼ z¯2k2 . (10)
The number of possible diagrams is 20. They an be organized into two lasses. The rst
lass orresponds to the diagrams where the two virtual photons ouple to two dierent quark
lines. In this way, one an build 8 dierent diagrams, as illustrated in Fig.3. The seond
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Figure 3: Feynman diagrams ontributing to MH , in whih the virtual photons ouple to dierent
quark lines.
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Figure 4: Feynman diagrams ontributing to MH , in whih the virtual photons ouple to a single
quark line.
lass of diagrams orresponds to the one where the two virtual photons are oupled to the
same quark line, resulting into 12 dierent ontributions, as illustrated in Fig.4.
Let us rst fous on the ase of longitudinally polarized photon. Their polarization read
ǫ‖(q1) =
1
Q1
q1 +
2Q1
s
p2 and ǫ‖(q2) =
1
Q2
q2 +
2Q2
s
p1 . (11)
Due to the gauge invariane of the total amplitude, when omputing eah Feynman diagrams,
one an make use of the fat that the longitudinal polarization of photon 1 (resp. 2) an be
eetively onsidered as proportional to p2 (resp. p1), in aordane with the struture of
the seond term of Eq.(8). One then readily sees that in the kinematis we are investigating,
the only diagrams whih are non zero in the Feynman gauge are the diagrams (1b) ⊗ (2a),
(3a)⊗ (4b) on the one hand, and (s2), (s2′) on the other hand. Thus, only the four diagrams
illustrated in Fig.5 ontribute.
In the ase of transversally polarized virtual photons, desribed by the rst term in Eq.(8),
one needs to ontrat the two polarization indies through the two dimensional identity tensor
gTµν . The four non vanishing graphs orresponding to the oupling of the photons to dierent
quark lines are (1a)⊗(2b), (1b)⊗(2a), (3a)⊗(4b) and (3b)⊗(4a).When onsidering the graphs
orresponding to the oupling of the photons to the same quark line, the above mentioned
ontration kills the graphs (s2), (s2′) and (s5), (s5′), that is the graphs where the gluon is
emitted from the quark onneting the two virtual photons. In this seond lass of diagrams,
8 diagrams thus remain. The whole set of twelve diagrams to be omputed is shown in Fig.6.
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Figure 5: Feynman diagrams ontributing to MH in the ase of longitudinally polarized virtual
photons.
It should be noted that in the peuliar kinematis whih is hosen here, the only diagrams
whih ontribute both to the longitudinal and to the transverse virtual photon ases are
(1b)⊗ (2a), (3a)⊗ (4b), that is the two rst diagrams of Fig.5 and Fig.6.
The salar omponents of the sattering amplitude (8) read :
T αβgT αβ = −
e2(Q2u +Q
2
d) g
2CF f
2
ρ
4Nc s
1∫
0
dz1 dz2 φ(z1)φ(z2) (12)
×
{
2
(
1− Q
2
2
s
)(
1− Q
2
1
s
)[
1
(z2 + z¯2
Q2
1
s
)2(z1 + z¯1
Q2
2
s
)2
+
1
(z¯2 + z2
Q2
1
s
)2(z¯1 + z1
Q2
2
s
)2
]
+
(
1
z¯2 z1
− 1
z¯1 z2
)[
1
1− Q22
s
(
1
z¯2 + z2
Q2
1
s
− 1
z2 + z¯2
Q2
1
s
)
− 1
1− Q21
s
(
1
z¯1 + z1
Q2
2
s
− 1
z1 + z¯1
Q2
2
s
)]}
T αβp2α p1β = −
s2f 2ρCFe
2g2(Q2u +Q
2
d)
8NcQ21Q
2
2
1∫
0
dz1 dz2 φ(z1)φ(z2) (13)
×
{
(1− Q21
s
)(1− Q22
s
)
(z1 + z¯1
Q2
2
s
)(z2 + z¯2
Q2
1
s
)
+
(1− Q21
s
)(1− Q22
s
)
(z¯1 + z1
Q2
2
s
)(z¯2 + z2
Q2
1
s
)
+
1
z2z¯1
+
1
z1z¯2
}
,
where Qu = 2/3 (Qd = −1/3) denote the harge of the quark u (d), CF = (N2c −1)/(2Nc)
and Nc = 3.
The above results are obtained for arbitrary values of the photon virtualities Qi. A loser
look into formulas (7-13) leads to the onlusion that all integrals over quarks momentum
frations zi are onvergent due to the non-zero values of Qi. Further inspetion of the
amplitudes (7-13) reveals that the transverse photon part has a behaviour like 1/W 2 while
the longitudinal photon part behaves like 1/(Q1Q2). This shows that their relative magnitude
is dierent in eah region (1) and (2) disussed in Se. 1.
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Figure 6: Feynman diagrams ontributing to MH in the ase of transversally polarized virtual
photons.
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4 γ∗Tγ
∗
T → ρ0Lρ0L in the generalized Bjorken limit
Let us rst fous on the region where the sattering energy W is small in omparison with
the highest photon virtuality Q1
W 2
Q21
=
s
Q21
(
1− Q
2
1
s
)(
1− Q
2
2
s
)
≈ 1− Q
2
1
s
≪ 1 , (14)
whih leads to the kinematial onditions very lose to the ones onsidered in Ref. [6, 7℄ for
the desription of γ∗γ → ππ near threshold. In Ref. [6, 7℄ it was shown that with initial
transversally polarized photons, the sattering amplitude fatorizes at leading twist as the
onvolution of a perturbatively alulable oeient funtion and a generalized distribution
amplitude (GDA). We will reover a similar type of fatorization with a GDA of the expression
(12) also in the ase of our proess (1), as illustrated in Fig.7, provided Q1 and Q2 are not
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Figure 7: Fatorisation of the amplitude in terms of a GDA.
parametrially lose, i.e.
1− Q
2
1
s
≪ 1− Q
2
2
s
. (15)
Indeed, in the saling limit (14) with (15), the ontribution of the four ats-ears diagrams
(i.e. the rst line of Fig.6), whih orresponds to the seond line of (12), is subdominant and
the dominant ontribution is given by the last term in (12), i.e.
T αβgT αβ ≈
e2(Q2u +Q
2
d) g
2CF f
2
ρ
4NcW 2
1∫
0
dz1 dz2 φ(z1)φ(z2) (16)
(
1
z¯2 z1
− 1
z¯1 z2
)(
1
z¯1 + z1
Q2
2
s
− 1
z1 + z¯1
Q2
2
s
)
.
The virtuality Q2 plays in the expression (16) the role of a regulator of the end-point singu-
larities (ompare with [7℄). Before reovering eah fator of the fatorized equation (16) by
a diret alulation, let us disuss the physis whih is behind. In Fig.6, the diagrams whih
ontribute in the saling region (14) with (15) are (s3), (s3′) and (s6), (s6′). The sum of
these four diagrams fatorizes into a hard part onvoluted with a soft (but still perturbative)
part. Indeed, the typial virtuality of the hard quark onneting the two virtual photons is
of the order of Q21 for graphs (s3), (s3
′) and s for graphs (s6), (s6′), while the virtuality of
the quark onneting the emitted gluon to the virtual photon is of the order of W 2, whih is
negligible in the saling region with respet to Q21 and s.
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Let us now reall the denition of the leading twist GDA for ρ0L pair. We introdue
the vetor P = k1 + k2 ≈ p1, whereas the eld oordinates are the ray-vetors along the
light-one diretion nµ = pµ2/(p1.p2). In our kinematis the usual variable ζ = (k1n)/(Pn)
haraterizing the GDA equals ζ ≈ 1. Thus we dene the GDA of the ρ0L pair Φq(z, ζ,W 2)
by the formula
〈ρ0L(k1) ρ0L(k2)|q¯(−α n/2) /n


α
2∫
−α
2
dy nν A
ν(y)

 q(α n/2)|0〉
=
1∫
0
dz e−i(2z−1)α(nP )/2ΦρLρL(z, ζ,W 2) , q = u, d. (17)
Now we alulate the GDA Φq(z, ζ,W
2) in the Born order of the perturbation theory.
First we show that the gluoni Wilson line does not give a ontribution in our kinematis.
For that expand the Wilson line and the S-matrix operator with quark-gluon interation in
(17) at the rst order in g. We obtain (up to an irrelevant multipliative fator)
nµg
2
∫
d4v 〈ρ0L(k1) ρ0L(k2)|T [q¯(−α n/2) γµ


α
2∫
−α
2
dy nν A
ν(y)

 q(α n/2) q¯(v)/A(v)q(v)]|0〉 (18)
After applying the Fierz identity and ordering quark operators into two non-loal orrelators
dening DA of ρ−mesons we obtain
nµ〈ρ0L(k1)|q¯(−αn/2) γδ q(v)|0〉〈ρ0L(k2)|q¯(v) γσ q(αn/2)|0〉Tr[γδγµγσγβ]nβ + (k1 ↔ k2) , (19)
where we omitted the gluon propagator oming from the ontration of the two gauge elds.
The original Wilson line results at this order in the presene of the vetor nβ in the above
expression. The only nonvanishing ontribution at leading twist takes the form
〈ρ0L(k1)|q¯(−αn/2) /n q(v)|0〉〈ρ0L(k2)|q¯(v) /n q(αn/2)|0〉Tr[/p1/n/p1/n] + (k1 ↔ k2) . (20)
This is illustrated in Fig.8.
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Figure 8: Wilson line ontribution to the GDA, expressed as a onvolution of a hard part with the
DAs.
It equals zero sine in our kinematis one of the matrix elements dening DA of ρ−meson
vanishes.
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Figure 9: Non vanishing ontributions to the hard part of the GDA at Born order. The quark and
gluon bold lines orrespond to propagators .
The remaining ontributions to the orrelator in (17) at order g2 are illustrated in Fig.9.
It leads to the result
ΦρLρL(z, ζ ≈ 1,W 2) = −f
2
ρ g
2CF
2NcW 2
1∫
0
dz2 φ(z)φ(z2)
[
1
zz¯2
− 1
z¯z2
]
. (21)
The hard part TH of the amplitude orresponds to the diagrams shown in Fig.10. In the ase
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Figure 10: Expansion of the hard part TH at g
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order. The bold lines orrespond to quark propa-
gators.
of a quark of a given avour it equals
TH(z) = −4 e2NcQ2q
(
1
z¯ + z
Q2
2
s
− 1
z + z¯
Q2
2
s
)
(22)
The Eqs. (21, 22) taken together with the avour struture of ρ0 permit to write (16) in the
form
T αβgT α β =
e2
2
(
Q2u +Q
2
d
) 1∫
0
dz
(
1
z¯ + z
Q2
2
s
− 1
z + z¯
Q2
2
s
)
ΦρLρL(z, ζ ≈ 1,W 2) , (23)
whih shows the fatorization of T αβgT αβ into the hard part and the GDA. The Eq. (23) is
the limiting ase for ζ → 1 of the original equation derived by D. Müller et al [6℄.
5 γ∗Lγ
∗
L → ρ0Lρ0L in the generalized Bjorken limit
To analyse the ase of longitudinally polarized photon sattering, let us now turn to another
interesting limiting ase where
Q21 >> Q
2
2 . (24)
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In this regime, it has been advoated [8℄ that the amplitude with initial longitudinally po-
larized photons, should fatorize as the onvolution of a perturbatively alulable oeient
funtion and a γ → ρ transition distribution amplitude (TDA) dened from the non-loal
quark orrelator ∫
dz−
2π
e−ixP
+z− < ρ(p2)|q¯(−z−/2)γ+q(z−/2))| γ(q2) > , (25)
whih shares many properties (inluding the QCD evolution equations) with the general-
ized parton distributions [6, 9℄ suesfully introdued to desribe deeply virtual Compton
sattering.
The fatorization properties of the sattering amplitude in this domain are onventionally
desribed by using the now standard notations of GPDs. For that we rewrite the momenta
of the partiles involved in the proess as
q1 =
1
1 + ξ
n1 − 2ξ n2 , k1 =
1− Q22
s
1 + ξ
n1
q2 = − Q
2
2
(1 + ξ)s
n1 + (1 + ξ)n2 , k2 = (1− ξ)n2 , (26)
where ξ is the skewedness parameter whih equals ξ = Q21/(2s − Q21) (see also the formula
(5) whih relates s with the total sattering energy W ) and the new ni Sudakov light-one
vetors are related to the pi's as
p1 =
1
1 + ξ
n1 , p2 = (1 + ξ)n2 , (27)
with p1 · p2 = n1 · n2 = s/2. We also introdue the average target momentum P and the
momentum transfer ∆
P =
1
2
(q2 + k2) , ∆ = k2 − q2 . (28)
We still restrit our study to the stritly forward ase with t = tmin = −2ξQ22/(1 + ξ).
In the region dened by Eq. (24) we an put Q2 = 0 inside {...} in the expression in
Eq. (13), whih results, in this approximation, in the formula:
1∫
0
dz1 dz2 φ(z1)φ(z2) {....} (29)
=
1∫
0
dz1 dz2 φ(z1)φ(z2)
{
(1− ξ)
z¯1[z¯2(1 + ξ) + 2ξ z2]
+
(1− ξ)
z1[z2(1 + ξ) + 2ξ z¯2]
+
1
z2 z¯1
+
1
z1 z¯2
}
.
The terms in the {· · · } are ordered in aordane with diagrams shown in Fig.5.
Now our aim is to rewrite Eq. (29) in a form orresponding to the QCD fatorization with
a TDA, as illustrated in Fig.11.
For that we look more losely into diagrams ontributing to eah of the four terms in
(29) from the point of view of suh a fatorization. For example, the seond term in (29),
orresponding to the seond diagram shown in Fig.5, suggests the introdution of the new
12
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Figure 11: Fatorization of the amplitude in terms of a TDA.
variable x, dened through z2 = (x− ξ)/(1− ξ), with x ∈ [ξ, 1], whih results in the equality
1∫
0
dz2
φ(z2)(1− ξ)
z1[z2(1 + ξ) + 2ξ z¯2]
=
1∫
ξ
dx
φ
(
x−ξ
1−ξ
)
z1(x+ ξ)
, (30)
i.e. whih orresponds to a part of the ontribution from the DGLAP integration region of
the amplitude with a fatorized TDA. A similar analysis of all remaining terms permits to
represent Eq. (29) in the form
1∫
0
dz1 dz2 φ(z1)φ(z2) {....} (31)
=
1∫
−1
dx
1∫
0
dz1 φ(z1)
(
1
z¯1(x− ξ) +
1
z1(x+ ξ)
)
×
[
Θ(1 ≥ x ≥ ξ)φ
(
x− ξ
1− ξ
)
−Θ(−ξ ≥ x ≥ −1)φ
(
1 + x
1− ξ
)]
,
with the step fution Θ(a ≥ x ≥ b) = Θ(a− x)Θ(x− b). This fatorized expression suggests
the identiation of
1∫
0
dz1 φ(z1)
(
1
z¯1(x− ξ) +
1
z1(x+ ξ)
)
(32)
as the oeient funtion TH (up to a multipliative fator), and of
T (x, ξ, tmin) ≡ Nc
[
Θ(1 ≥ x ≥ ξ)φ
(
x− ξ
1 − ξ
)
−Θ(−ξ ≥ x ≥ −1)φ
(
1 + x
1− ξ
)]
(33)
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as the γ∗L → ρL TDA.
To justify this interpretation we start from the hard part TH(z1, x) of the sattering
amplitude, whih appears in Fig.11, as illustrated at order g2 in Fig.12. It equals, for a
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Figure 12: The hard part TH at order g
2
.
meson built from a quark with a single avour,
TH(z1, x) = −i fρ g2 eQq CF φ(z1)
2NcQ21
ǫµ(q1)
(
2ξ n2µ +
1
1 + ξ
n1µ
)
×
[
1
z1(x+ ξ − iǫ) +
1
z¯1(x− ξ + iǫ)
]
, (34)
and obviously oinides with the hard part of the ρ−meson eletroprodution amplitude.
The tensorial struture 2ξ nµ2 +
1
1+ξ
nµ1 = p
µ
1 +Q
2
1/s p
µ
1 oinides again with the one present in
Eq.(8).
Passing to the TDA, let us onsider the denition of γ∗L(q2)→ ρqL(k2) TDA, T (x, ξ, tmin),
in whih we assume that the meson is built from a quark with a single avour, ρqL(k2) = q¯q.
The vetor P = 1/2(q2 + k2) ≈ n2 in our kinematis, and the ray-vetor of oordinates is
oriented along the light-one vetor n = n1/(n1.n2). The non-loal orrelator dening the
TDA is given by the formula
∫
dz−
2π
eix(P.z) 〈ρqL(k2)|q¯(−z/2)nˆ e
−ieQq
−z/2∫
z/2
dyµAµ(y)
q(z/2)|γ∗(q2)〉
=
eQq fρ
P+
2
Q22
ǫν(q2)
(
(1 + ξ)nν2 +
Q22
s(1 + ξ)
nν1
)
T (x, ξ, tmin) , (35)
in whih we expliitly show the eletromagneti Wilson-line assuring the abelian gauge in-
variane of the non-loal operator. On the ontrary, for simpliity of notation, we omit the
Wilson line required by the non-abelian QCD invariane sine it does not play any role in
this ase. Note also that the fator (1+ ξ)nν2 +
Q2
2
s(1+ξ)
nν1 = p
ν
2 +
Q2
2
s
pν1 orresponds to a part of
the tensorial struture of the seond term in Eq. (8).
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Figure 13: The hard part of the TDA at order eQq.
Now, the simple perturbative alulation of the matrix element in (35) in the lowest order
in the eletromagneti oupling onstant e leads to the expression for T (x, ξ, tmin) given by
Eq. (33). The ontributing diagrams are drawn in Fig.13. In partiular, the ontribution to
the rhs of (35) proportional to the vetor nν1 (or p
ν
1) orresponds to the ontribution oming
from the expansion of the eletromagneti Wilson line, illustrated by the last diagram in
Fig.13.
Putting all fators together and restoring the avour struture of the ρ0, we obtain the
fatorized form involving a TDA, of the expression T αβp2αp1β in Eq. (13) as
T αβp2αp1β = −if 2ρ e2(Q2u +Q2d)g2
CF
8Nc
1∫
−1
dx
1∫
0
dz1
[
1
z¯1(x− ξ) +
1
z1(x+ ξ)
]
T (x, ξ, tmin) .
(36)
Note that in this perturbative analysis, only the DGLAP part of the TDA, with
1 ≥ |x| ≥ ξ, ontributes. This is a onsequene of the support properties of the ρ−meson
distribution amplitude.
6 Conlusions
Thus the perturbative analysis of the proess γ∗ γ∗ → ρ0Lρ0L in the Born approximation leads
to two dierent types of QCD fatorization. We have shown that the polarization states of the
photons ditate either the fatorization involving a GDA or involving a TDA. Usually these
two types of fatorizations are applied to two dierent kinematial regimes. The arbitrariness
in hoosing values of photon virtualities Q2i shows that there may exist an intersetion region
where both types of fatorization are simultaneously valid.
We have restrited our analysis to the ase of longitudinally polarized ρ0−mesons. In this
way we have avoided the potential problems [10℄ due to the breaking of QCD fatorization
with GDA or TDA at the end-point region of the distribution amplitudes of transversally
polarized vetor mesons. It would be interesting to nd out, whether a fatorizing formula
with GDA or TDA an also be obtained in this ase.
Although we have restrited ourselves, for simpliity, to the forward kinematis, we believe
that similar results may be obtained in a more general ase. Also, we would like to mention
that our results involving ρ0−mesons an be generalized to the ase of the prodution of
a (ρ+ρ−)−meson pair. On the theoretial side, in order to preserve the eletromagneti
gauge invariane of the TDA γ∗ → ρ±, one should modify the denition of the non-loal
orrelator (35). This may be done by applying the Mandelstam approah [11℄, i.e. by
15
replaing the eletromagnetially gauge invariant orelator (35) by the produt of two eetive
eletromagnetially gauge invariant quark elds q(z) exp(i eq
∞∫
z
dy nµA
µ(y)).
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